
Full Disclosure Ahead 
What’s up with the flurry of news worldwide about the three UFO’s shot 
down by the US Air Force in the wake of an alleged Chinese balloon flying 
over America? Why was the White House press secretary casually 
mentioning that there is “no indication of aliens or extra-terrestrial activity 
with these recent takedowns”, as if it’s a normal thing to say that these 
objects could have been the result of aliens or extra-terrestrial activity. Is all 
the media attention, and the subtext that ET spacecrafts are a distinct 
reality we can now address without looking foolish, pointing to a soft 
disclosure and admission of what has been pretty obvious to most people 
for years? 

According to the reputed Pew Research Center… 

Most Americans believe in intelligent life beyond Earth; few see UFOs as a 
major national security threat - JUNE 30, 2021  
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/06/30/most-americans-believe-in-
intelligent-life-beyond-earth-few-see-ufos-as-a-major-national-security-threat/  
As an unprecedented U.S. intelligence report brings new attention to the 
phenomenon of unidentified flying objects, about two-thirds of Americans (65%) 
say their best guess is that intelligent life exists on other planets, according to a 
Pew Research Center survey conducted just before the release of the 
government assessment. A smaller but still sizable share of the public (51%) 
says that UFOs reported by people in the military are likely evidence of intelligent 
life outside Earth. CLIP 

So perhaps it is about time we stop with the charade that we don’t know yet if life 
exists elsewhere on some habitable planet in this galaxy teeming with 400 billion 
stars and even more billions of orbiting planet, in an infinite universe whose edge 
has never been seen. 

What is tricky for the US in-the-know intelligentsia is how to disclose the fact that 
multiple secret space programs have achieve intergalactic travels decades ago 
using retroengineered technology from crashed ET ships, that a conglomerate of 
big defense rogue corporations have operated underground bases on the Moon, 
Mars and Ceres using slave labor, that humans in these secret programs have 
been trading since at least half a century with hundreds of other distant 
civilizations, that a Dark Fleet built in secret by a very large colony of German 
Nazis in vast caves under the Antarctic ice, with the help of regressive, galactic 
empire building ETs (Reptilians, Draconians and Ebans), have managed to 
infiltrate the secret government (Deep State) apparatus and stealthily taken 
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control of most of our planet… until they were kicked out by the end of 2021 from 
our solar system and a vast network of undergroung bases on Earth by a 
coalition of powerful benevolent civilizations, allied in a Galactic Federation of 
Worlds (GFW), with the help of members of military forces from around the world, 
opposed to the Nazi infiltrators, who have formed an Earth Alliance that has 
negotiated secret agreements with extraterrestrial representatives in July 2021 
aboard the Ashtar Command’s floating military base concealed in the gas clouds 
of Jupiter, to pave the way for an amazing Star Trek future for humanity, as we 
are preparing to join the GFW and enter a fabulous era of galactic expansion for 
humanity. 

Just that. How do you bring up-to-speed billions of people who have been left in 
the dark and to suffocate because of a profligate use of fossil fuels to maintain 
the cover above the trillions of taxpayer money and drug money that were 
siphoned off to pay for the parallel buildup of several space fleets by negative 
and positive secret groups vying for the control of this planet, its resources and 
the perpetual enslavement or final liberation of its deliberately dumbed down 
population? 

Not an easy task given the profoundly distorting mind-programming through 
official denial and a mainly negative depiction of aliens carried on in Hollywood 
movies, TV programs and other media. But there we are. Like it or not, ready of 
not, we are about to embark on a new era of fast-paced, technological, social, 
cultural and ultimately spiritual changes that will open the gates to the 
extraordinary abilities most humans potentially have as physical vessels for the 
highly intelligent souls inhabiting them all as part of their aeons-long evolutionary 
process from freshly created souls by the Almighty Source and accomplished 
participants in Its eternal, omniversal and multidimensional Designs. 

Brace yourself for an exhilarating and, for many, dizzying journey as a carefully 
planned, gradual disclosure process will unfold over the coming months and 
years. Full Speed ahead! 

Jean Hudon - February 16, 2023 

There is much more below… 



Supportive News and Links 
Alien hunters 'shouldn't be disappointed' by US UFO sightings - UK expert 
(FEBRUARY 13, 2023 )  
https://www.jpost.com/omg/article-731431 

UK UFO expert Nick Pope explained that the recent UFO sightings following the 
Chinese spy balloon debacle make this an "exciting time" for alien hunters. 

… Asked whether he had ruled out an extraterrestrial origin for three airborne 
objects shot down by US warplanes in as many days, Gen. Glen VanHerck said: 
"I'll let the intel community and the counterintelligence community figure that out. 
I haven't ruled out anything.” 

… "We're calling them objects, not balloons, for a reason,” said VanHerck. 
Currently, there hasn't been any known evidence that aliens may have visited 
Earth. However, the US government has at the very least been taking UFO 
sightings more seriously, as evidenced by their publicized UAP report in 2021. 

Who is the US fighting: Alien UFOs or Enemy Spy-Balloons (02/14/2023)  
https://anomalien.com/who-is-the-us-fighting-alien-ufos-or-enemy-spy-balloons/ 

It is already known that the last UFO flew over military installations in Montana 
and had an unusual octagonal shape. On Sunday, U.S. Senate Democratic 
Leader Chuck Schumer confirmed live on air that the downed UFOs are 
completely different from the downed Chinese balloon. 

… Meanwhile, the version about aliens should not be discounted yet. In 2022, 
the US military reported encounters with unidentified flying objects several 
hundred times. And the head of the UFO government office, Dr. Sean Kirkpatrick, 
has already issued a statement saying that he has reports from American military 
experts, intelligence officers, and NASA employees that meetings with 
unidentified objects have become more frequent. They are detected not only in 
the air, but also under water and even in space. 

US 'object' shootdowns: the end of UFO sightings? (Feb 13, 2023)  
https://www.spacewar.com/reports/
US_object_shootdowns_the_end_of_UFO_sightings_999.html 

... The US military, which tracked that balloon as it crossed much of the country, 
says it was a sophisticated, high-altitude Chinese spying device -- one of a fleet 
of such craft allegedly floating around the globe. Recovery teams are scouring 
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the seabed to pull up the debris for analysis. China insists that the balloon, which 
was big enough to be visible to ordinary Americans from the ground, was merely 
blown off course while collecting weather data. Chinese authorities also admitted 
that a balloon spotted over Latin America was one of theirs -- in this case a 
civilian device for flight tests.  

On Monday, Beijing sought to turn the tables by accusing Washington of 
deploying more than 10 balloons into Chinese airspace over the last year.  
"It's not uncommon as well for the United States to illegally enter the airspace of 
other countries," foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin said during a 
briefing. The alleged flights were made "without any approval from Chinese 
authorities.” At the White House, National Security Council spokeswoman 
Adrienne Watson quickly called China's allegations "false" and said that China's 
high-altitude spying program has violated airspace of "40 countries across five 
continents."  
  
… The unidentified flying object shot down Sunday over Michigan was described 
by officials as an octagonal structure with strings hanging off it. However there 
was no information about how it was guided or propelled.  Canada's defense 
minister, Anita Anand, told CNN the object shot down over Canada by a US plane 
appeared to be "cylindrical" but said no more information would be given until 
"we gather the debris."  Amid often wild speculation, the US Northern 
Command's General Glen VanHerck was asked if the government could be sure 
these were not extraterrestrial craft and he replied: "I haven't ruled out anything 
at this point."  Why such a sudden spate of sightings is another unanswered 
question. 

What we know about the flying objects shot down (February 14, 2023) 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/us-politics/article-balloon-ufo-china-us/   

There is one thing the White House would like you to know about the unidentified 
flying objects shot down over the U.S. and Canada this past weekend: they 
probably weren’t sent by aliens. “There is no, again, no indication of aliens 
or extra-terrestrial activity with these recent takedowns,” press secretary 
Karine Jean-Pierre emphatically told a briefing this week.  

… Unlike the spy balloon, the three UFOs also did not appear to have any sort of 
system for steering, meaning the more recent craft were simply being blown 
around by air currents. There is also no evidence that they were able to transmit 
signals. All four of the aircraft shot down were unmanned.  
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UFO fever grips Washington - 02/12/2023 
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/playbook/2023/02/12/ufo-fever-grips-
washington-00082457 

… nearly all of the incidents remain officially unexplained, according to a report 
that was made public in 2021. Intelligence agencies are set to deliver a classified 
document to Congress by Monday updating that report. The original document 
looked at 144 incidents between 2004 and 2021 that were reported by U.S. 
government sources, mostly American military personnel.” 

Two UFOs shot down today over North America... and CNN is openly 
talking about it... what's going on? (2023-02-11) 
https://citizens.news/699181.html  

CNN: US Pilots approaching object shot down over Alaska said the aircraft 
interfered with their plane’s sensors, another said they ‘could identify no 
identifiable propulsion system and they did not know how it was actually staying 
in the air. 

Mystery objects shot down over America were 'weather balloons', says 
government official (13 FEB 2023) 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/mystery-objects-shot-down-
over-29200175 

Government officials now believe that the three objects shot down by US Air 
Force F-35 fighters over the weekend were some "sort of weather balloon" rather 
than "spy balloons".  The mystery objects were blasted out of the sky over North 
America with the Pentagon initially expressing their view that they were linked to 
an espionage mission and had originated from China.  But ABC News Senior 
Pentagon Reporter Luis Martinez has posted on Twitter to confirm that stance 
has now changed.  

… A Pentagon official, meanwhile, told ABC News at the time that the object was 
"cylindrical and silver-ish grey" and gave the "balloon-like" appearance of floating 
without "any sort of propulsion".  Pentagon spokesman Brigadier General Patrick 
Ryder added that the object did not appear to be manned and that it had been 
shot down because it posed a "reasonable threat to civilian air traffic" as it was 
flying at 40,000 feet – around the same height as commercial airliners. 

QUESTION: Is this new stance mainly designed to hide a major intelligence 
failure by the US military? 
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'Extremely sophisticated' UFOs 'may have been flying over US for years', 
says expert (Feb 14, 2023) 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/us-news/extremely-sophisticated-ufos-may-
been-29211110 

EXCLUSIVE: UFO expert Nick Pope says the flying "objects" being shot down 
while travelling in US airspace, "could have been flying over for years" before 
being picked up by the Pentagon 

 "Extremely sophisticated" UFOs "may have been flying over the US for years", 
according to a leading expert.  UFO expert Nick Pope's comments come after the 
US military has been called into action a number of times this month to shoot 
down flying “objects”, travelling over American airspace.  Pope, who ran the 
British Government’s UFO project for the Ministry of Defence, says the Pentagon 
appears to be allowing the alien theory to be pushed as it tries to get a handle on 
the extent of the situation. On Sunday the US military shot down its fourth 
unidentified flying object in three days, with salvage operations under way and 
questions being raised about where the objects are coming from. "It’s interesting 
that they are almost pushing the alien narrative a little bit," said Nick.   

"I think one reason for that might be because, if the full import is realised at once, 
I think you’re going to have a very angry Congress saying we’re wide open to 
this.  "It may have been going on for years." He added that people 
underestimating the threat the UFOs pose due to the language being used to 
describe them do so at their peril. Nick said: "Balloon sounds really lo-tech, and 
you can’t say balloon without almost forming in your mind the image of a kid’s 
party balloon.  "Even when you see the thing you think, oh well it’s just a balloon.  
"But that’s a mistake, because the balloon is just a delivery mechanism.   

"The real issue here is the SIGINT, the signal intelligence array, and by all 
accounts this is extremely sophisticated." He continued: "The SIGINT array 
searches for communications devices and when it locate them it attempts to, and 
we don’t know quite how successful that was, intercept any calls made on them.  
"Now they’ve been very tight-lipped whether this was civilian or military, but if I 
had to bet I would say this has been an attempt to hack into military 
conversations on secure communications channels.   

"And it doesn’t get much more serious than that, when you’re taking about 
espionage." "If these are the ones spotted and shot down, how many more have 
we missed?" said Nick.  "And how far back do we go with this?  "Whatever we're 
dealing with, it's a catastrophic failure of intelligence. 
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US Downs Unknown Object Flying off Alaska Coast  
https://www.military.com/video/wh-us-downs-unknown-object-flying-off-alaska-
coast 

Official statement by John Kirby, National Security Council (NSC) spokesman. 
Followed by a video showing the bright object downed off Alaska Coast. 

F-16 Missile Missed 'Object' Shot Down Over Lake Huron, Joint Chiefs 
Chairman Says (14 Feb 2023) 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2023/02/14/f-16-missile-missed-object-shot-
down-over-lake-huron-joint-chiefs-chairman-says.html 

... China's deployment of a massive self-propelled surveillance balloon, which 
drifted from Montana to South Carolina and came near military nuclear facilities, 
started an ongoing furor in Washington, D.C., and criticism of the White House's 
handling of China. Beijing has denied it was spying on the U.S.  The spectacle 
forced the Biden administration to take such encroachments more seriously, and 
the Pentagon recalibrated its radar systems to track smaller, slow-moving 
objects. Defense officials said that has caused the military to see more objects 
that may or may not be a threat, and has led to the sudden rash of shootdowns.  
"Because we have not yet been able to definitively assess what these recent 
objects are, we have acted out of an abundance of caution to protect our security 
and interests," Melissa Dalton, the assistant secretary of defense for homeland 
defense and hemispheric affairs, said during a phone briefing to the press 
Sunday. 

Top Pentagon staff 'deliberately promoting alien UFO theory to distract us', 
says expert (14 FEB 2023) 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/us-news/top-pentagon-staff-deliberately-
promoting-29204804 

UFO expert Nick Pope, who ran the UFO project for the MOD, says he believes 
the flying objects over the US are terrestrial, but the Pentagon is almost 
deliberately being vague 

… Mr Pope dismissed conspiracy theories which suggested the UFO was being 
used as a smokescreen to hide other major stories, by the US Government.  
“Having worked in the Government, I never really think they’re quite as devious 
as people make them out to be," he said.  "I think people have this idea that 
people are acting like some James Bond villain, whereas in fact it’s more like 
'Yes, Minister.  "I’m not saying that distraction ops don’t happen, I mean clearly 
they do.  "What I do think is that just anything involving intelligence agencies is 
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by it’s definition going to be shadowy and murky, and they’re going to be fairly 
tight-lipped about things.” 

He added: "When they had the press conference yesterday, one of the reporters 
from the NY Times asked the General, ‘are you ruling out aliens?’ and he said, 
‘no I’m not ruling anything out’, and of course people have seized on that.  "So 
there is a lot of UFO-alien hysteria right now.  "I believe there’s life out there, and 
I don’t rule out the fact that we’ve been visited. 

UFO Sightings Map over the U.S. 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?
appid=6cd609921ebc44ff914a4e8059813b16 

This map shows reports of UFO sightings in the United States for the year 2012. 
This map is part of a larger analysis on the NUFORC UFO Sightings dataset 
published on Kaggle. The top 100 most populous cities are represented on the 
map. The location of each individual report can be identified by zooming in closer 
to the map, while large yellow circles represent historic UFO sightings.

If you zoom in the map and click on each dot, you can access thousands of 
summary reports.
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Most UFOs reported by people are either described as triangular in shape (Ex.: 
“Fast moving high altitude triangle with three lights. No strobe or flashing 
beacon.” which was most likely the no-longer-so-secret and outmoded 
(compared to the latest technology developed through trillions invested in black 
projects) TR-3B Anti-Gravity Spacecraft as reported on military.com the officiel 
US military website more on this secret in Top Secret Anti-Gravity Spy Plane - 
TR3b Black Manta) or as multiple fireballs of various colors but usually orange, 
with some disc shaped objects and also often simply described as a fast moving 
bright light in the sky. More rarely people describe a pyramid or rectangular 
shaped object and even an experience of missing time. 

Many related datasets at https://www.kaggle.com/datasets?search=UFO  such 
as…

UFO Sightings (Approx. 90,000) Sightings of Unidentified Flying Objects 
from 1969 to 2019 
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/rishidamarla/ufo-sightings-approx-100000

It mentions that this dataset comes from https://data.world/timothyrenner/ufo-
sightings “ The National UFO Research Center (NUFORC) collects and serves 
over 100,000 reports of UFO sightings.”

The Pentagon got hundreds of new reports of UFOs in 2022, a government 
report says (January 13, 2023) 
https://www.npr.org/2023/01/13/1149019140/ufo-report  
… Within the new batch of sightings, the All-Domain Anomaly Resolution Office 
and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence say, they're focusing on 
some 171 cases — including some in which objects "appear to have 
demonstrated unusual flight characteristics or performance capabilities, and 
require further analysis." The military's UFO database now has info from about 
400 reported incidents. The Office of the Director of National Intelligence on 
Thursday released an unclassified version of the government's new report 
on UFOs. The annual report stems from a law that also requires the ODNI to 
send Congress a classified version of the report each year. 

… The new numbers indicate a steep rise in UAP sightings: The preliminary 
report released in June 2021 listed just 144 reports, covering a 17-year period. 
With the subsequent additions, the All-Domain Anomaly Resolution Office, or 
AARO, had 510 UAP reports in its files at the end of August 2022. 
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… The report does not include the word "alien." But weeks before the report was 
released, journalists asked two senior officials whether their work had turned up 
any anomalies that might signify beings visiting Earth from outer space.  
"At this time, the answer's no, we have nothing," said Ronald Moultrie, the 
undersecretary of defense for intelligence and security. He later added, "We have 
not seen anything that would ... lead us to believe that any of the objects that we 
have seen are of alien origin, if you will.” 

… In recent years, one of the most compelling accounts of a UAP encounter 
came from retired U.S. Navy fighter pilot Alex Dietrich, who has described seeing 
a highly unusual object off the coast of Southern California in 2004, after a 
colleague spotted something "roiling water below us." 

"It was this sort of roundish, oblong shape, and it didn't have any apparent flight 
control surfaces," Dietrich said. "It seemed to be bouncing around and changing 
course very quickly and in a way that we would not have been able to maneuver 
our own aircraft or certainly to keep up.” 

… In a passage that might tantalize or simply annoy UFO enthusiasts, the new 
report states, "Additional information is provided in the classified version of 
this report.” 

CIA Declassified Document: Russians Shot Down An Alien Craft 
(08/30/2021) 
https://anomalien.com/cia-declassified-document-russians-shot-down-an-alien-
craft/ 
Global governments and intelligence agencies around the world have released 
hundreds of thousands of pages of documents pertaining to the UFO 
phenomenon over the past few years. These files indicate that unidentified flying 
objects are commonly tracked on radar and pursued by our own military craft, 
which are then sent out to take a closer look. The files also reveal there have 
been sightings of strange objects traveling at tremendous speeds and performing 
maneuvers that no known aircraft is capable of performing. 

… “According to the KGB materials, a quite low-flying spaceship in the shape of 
a saucer appeared above a military unit that was conducting routine training 
maneuvers. For unknown reasons, somebody unexpectedly launched a surface-
to-air missile and hit the UFO. It fell to Earth not far away, and five short 
humanoids with “large heads and large black eyes” emerged from it. “It is stated 
in the testimonies by the two soldiers who remained alive that, after freeing 
themselves from the debris, the aliens came close together and then “merged 
into a single object that acquired a spherical shape.” 
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Russian pilots 'saw mystery colour-changing UFO' flying over Putin during 
nuke speech (5 FEB 2023) 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/ufo-spotted-buzzing-over-
putin-29140397  

The strange flying object was spotted over the city of Volgograd where the 
Russian president Vladimir Putin delivered a chilling address in which he 
threatened to nuke the West - Russian airline pilots spotted a UFO buzzing 
overhead as Vladimir Putin threatened to nuke the West.  The mystery craft 
"changed colour and height" in the sky above the city of Volgograd where the 
Russian president delivered his latest chilling address.  A report by Aviatorschina 
on social media network Telegram said the unidentified flying object was reported 
to the aviation authorities by the crews of four separate passenger planes. CLIP 

How Many Planets are There in the Galaxy? (October 24, 2016) 
https://www.universetoday.com/30296/how-many-planets-are-in-the-galaxy 

… Doing the math, we can then say that the Milky Way galaxy has – on average 
– between 800 billion and 3.2 trillion planets, with some estimates placing that 
number as high a 8 trillion!  
… According to a recent study from NASA Ames Research Center, Kepler found 
that about 24% of M-class stars may harbor potentially habitable, Earth-size 
planets (i.e. those that are smaller than 1.6 times the radius of Earth’s). Based 
upon the number of M-class stars in the galaxy, that alone represents about 10 
billion potentially habitable, Earth-like worlds. 

Gaia TV offers a series that cn be a good introduction to the vast topic of secret 
space programs… 

Deep Space Season 1 . 11 Episodes 
https://www.gaia.com/series/deep-space/season-1 

From the moment the real space race began, it was enshrouded with secrecy 
and disinformation. We have all been denied the whole story by those who would 
benefit from our continuing ignorance. What has been hidden will become 
evident as the pieces of this intricate puzzle are finally put together. 

CHECK the description of the 11 episodes to get a better idea. 
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Now some uncensored, more revealing sources 

The following material is featured in reverse chronological order and comes 
mainly from Michael Salla’s Exopolitics website. 

Note that you can watch at https://www.youtube.com/@MichaelSalla all the 
videos produced by Dr Michael Salla, activating the subtitles if need be. The first 
video there dates back 13 years ago. His latest book Galactic Federations, 
Councils, & Secret Space Programs is an excellent starting point for anyone who 
wishes to get up to speed with the latest extraterrestrial and galactic 
developments. 

Many of the most salient revelations provided in Michael Salla’s material quoted 
below come from Elena Danaan who explains in her books and numerous 
interviews how she communicates with Commander Thor Han Eredyon from the 
Galactic Federation of Worlds, and how she met him and many others on several 
occasions aboard various spaceships. To get a good sense of who she is and 
how she came to play the role of an emissary on Earth for these star people, the 
best way is to read her last three books, her last one, THE SEEDERS: The 
Return Of The Gods, offering the most profound insights into the hidden history 
of humanity. I also recommend to watch her second interview with Michael Salla 
on March 2021 in which she describes her abduction at age nine by five gray 
aliens and what ensued when she was rescued from this harrowing experience. 
Now some may choose to be doubtful about what she claims and that is fine. It is 
understandable if you are new to this material that you will prefer to wait for solid 
evidence before accepting at face value what she tells us. But for many others 
who deeply resonate with what she reports, this intuitive resonance is enough to 
carefully pay attention and hold a position of heartful openness, until everything 
she told us comes to pass and becomes the commonly accepted new reality. 

ET Disclosure being planned now at an underground Blue Ridge Mountains 
Complex (JANUARY 11, 2023)  
https://exopolitics.org/et-disclosure-is-being-planned-now/  

… The above passage points to Raven Rock as the headquarters for a secret 
disclosure plan being orchestrated by an Earth Alliance involving the U.S. military 
and the Galactic Federation. As one of the three known official U.S. centers for 
Continuity of Government [COG] operations, Raven Rock would be a logical 
choice to manage the country in the event of a COG emergency.  In such a 
scenario, General VanHerck would have extraordinary authority, including the 
ability to disclose the extraterrestrial presence to the general public. Could a 
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secret COG emergency be in operation authorizing General VanHerck to acquire 
such power and disclose the truth about ET life? CLIP 

2023 – The Year of Global Revolution & Exopolitical Revelations 
(DECEMBER 31, 2022) 
https://exopolitics.org/2023-the-year-of-global-revolution-exopolitical-revelations/  

… I’m most excited by growing evidence that the Deep State is unravelling with 
more and more of its most deeply held secrets being released every day by 
whistleblowers and White Hats in what appears to be a globally coordinated plan. 
  
It’s no accident that the recently signed 2023 National Defense Authorization Act 
in the US gives whistleblowers protection from any Non-Disclosure Agreements 
when it comes to UAPs/UFOs. This is going to spark an avalanche of 
whistleblowers coming forward and revealing more of what has been happening 
in corporate and military facilities dealing with reverse engineered alien 
technologies and off planet visitors. 

$858 BILLION DEFENSE BILL SIGNED INTO LAW BY BIDEN INCLUDES 
“UNPRECEDENTED” LEGISLATION ON “UNIDENTIFIED ANOMALOUS 
PHENOMENA” (DECEMBER 24, 2022)   
https://thedebrief.org/858-billion-defense-bill-signed-into-law-by-biden-includes-
unprecedented-legislation-on-unidentified-anomalous-phenomena/  

… However, another controversial portion of the bill signed into law on Friday that 
few in the media have covered relates to what the Pentagon now calls 
unidentified anomalous phenomena, or UAP, encountered by the military. 
Specifically, the FY 2023 NDAA includes provisions that could open doorways to 
greater transparency in government on the issue by providing protections for 
whistleblowers, in addition to expanding the scope of current investigations by 
the DOD’s All-domain Anomaly Resolution Office (AARO). 

“This is arguably the biggest story mainstream news organizations have ever 
failed to cover,” said Chris Mellon, a former Minority Staff Director of the Senate 
Intelligence Committee and also former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Intelligence, in a statement on his website where he characterized the UAP-
related language within the FY 2023 NDAA as “unprecedented.” 

Among the elements contained within the relevant portion of the bill are additions 
to the scope and authority of AARO, with Congress now directing the Office to 
report directly to Defense and Intelligence Community leadership. The bill also 
directs AARO to extend the scope of its inquiries further back into history to 
review potentially relevant government records dating as far back as 1945. 
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Corroborating Eyewitness Testimony of Space Slavery on Ceres and Mars 
(NOVEMBER 21, 2022) 
https://exopolitics.org/corroborating-eyewitness-testimony-of-space-slavery-on-
ceres-and-mars/ 

In 1982, at age 10, Tony Rodrigues began 20 traumatic years as a slave owned 
by an Illuminati family that inducted him into multiple programs that included the 
drug trade, child sex trafficking, and secret space programs. The final 15 years of 
his ordeal was spent on Mars and Ceres as a slave. 

In early 2022 Tony released his book, Ceres Colony Cavalier, which detailed his 
harrowing experiences. After reading Tony’s book, Dr. Courtney Brown from the 
Farsight Institute set out to confirm the truth of Tony’s incredible claims by having 
four world class remote viewers investigate key incidents from Ceres Colony 
Cavalier. The remote viewers corroborated Tony’s eyewitness testimony of 
having served on a slave colony on Ceres, and having briefly served on Mars as 
an auxillary fighter to lure native insectoids into ambushes by Mars colony 
supersoldiers. 

The CIA Recruited 'Mind Readers' to Spy on the Soviets in the 1970s 
https://www.history.com/news/cia-esp-espionage-soviet-union-cold-war 

During the tense period of the Cold War, the U.S. government sought to deploy a 
potent new weapon against the Soviet Union: mind-reading. 
In a highly classified project conducted first in a California research lab in the 
1970s, and later at an Army base in Maryland, the CIA, Army and Defense 
Intelligence Agency recruited men and women claiming to have powers of 
extrasensory perception (ESP) to help uncover military and domestic intelligence 
secrets. 

In 2017, the CIA declassified some 12 million pages of records revealing 
previously unknown details about the program, which would eventually become 
known as Project Star Gate. By the time the program was shut down in 1995, 
psychics known as “remote viewers” had taken part in a wide array of operations, 
from locating hostages kidnapped by Islamic terrorist groups to tracing the paths 
of fugitive criminals within the United States.  

… Whatever its use for espionage purposes, belief in the powers of ESP has a 
long-running history of support among ordinary Americans: According to a 2005 
Gallup poll, 73 percent of Americans at the time believed in some kind of 
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paranormal phenomena, with 41 percent of those polled saying they believe in 
ESP specifically.  

Remote Viewing confirms Ashtar Command base hidden in Jupiter’s 
clouds (DECEMBER 23, 2021) 
https://exopolitics.org/remote-viewing-confirms-ashtar-command-base-hidden-in-
jupiters-clouds/ 

On December 17, the Farsight Institute released the results of multiple remote 
viewing sessions investigating the alleged existence of an “Ashtar Command” 
and whether it had a floating base hidden in the clouds of Jupiter. The results of 
the remote viewing sessions, conducted using blind scientific protocols, support 
the claims of several recent ‘contactees’ that the Ashtar Command existed, and 
that its Jupiter facility was used as a meeting place for secret agreements 
reached between 14 spacefaring nations and several extraterrestrial 
organizations in July 2021. 

Secret Underground War reaches its Final Countdown (OCTOBER 27, 2021) 
https://exopolitics.org/secret-underground-war-reaches-its-final-countdown/  

According to Val Nek, a High Commander with the Galactic Federation of Worlds, 
we have entered the Final Countdown in an epic behind the scenes war taking 
place in remote underground facilities scattered throughout the US and the rest 
of the planet. His latest update, relayed through his contactee, Megan Rose, 
gives many details on coordinated military campaigns conducted by special 
forces belonging to an Earth Alliance working alongside their peers from the 
Galactic Federation aiming to remove the last remnants of a Deep State 
extraterrestrial alliance ensconced in multiple underground facilities. 

… Today we are witnessing similar ferocious battles this time taking place in the 
Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBs) in the US and elsewhere around the 
planet as the Earth Alliance moves against the Deep State and their Orion Gray 
allies, after succeeding in a similar cleanup effort in Antarctica as described in 
previous articles. Val Nek’s reference to a ‘Final Countdown’ indicates that time is 
short for the Deep State and its alien allies, as their strategic situation collapses 
in the underground war. CLIP 

Have Tall Gray alien leaders just been captured by the Galactic Federation? 
(OCTOBER 3, 2021) 
https://exopolitics.org/have-tall-gray-alien-leaders-just-been-captured-by-the-
galactic-federation/  
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On September 30, I received an update from Elena Danaan and her 
extraterrestrial contact, Thor Han Eredyon, concerning a contingent of Tall Gray 
alien leaders from Orion who had just been captured by the Galactic Federation 
of Worlds. It was claimed that the Tall Grays were the same aliens that had in the 
1950s reached an agreement with the Majestic 12 Group without President 
Eisenhower’s approval, and selling out humanity in the process. If accurate, the 
capture marked a major step forward in humanity taking back control of the solar 
system. 

… [Thor Han] It is a great catch for the Galactic Federation because for the first 
time, we are about to triangulate their brain frequency in an attempt to neutralize 
the frequency transmission from their queen-consciousness, and get to it. As you 
know, the Nebu function as a hive-consciousness; for the first time in the history 
of this galaxy, we are going to crack this code. They won’t stay here on this ship, 
they are about to be transported to a safer place. 

[Elena] - Why are they kept in the dark? 

[Thor Han] - They thrive on ultraviolet light. Our regular light harms them, we 
need to preserve them alive. All the Nebu try to leave this system. Many have 
already, hoping to gather forces and come back. Hence comes the need for 
deactivating their central consciousness. Once disconnected from it, they will be 
useless, neutralized. 

This is a point that both Elena and Megan have made about the Draco Reptilians 
and Orion Grays now departing our solar system due to intervention by the 
Galactic Federation upholding their Prime Directive.  

The Dracos and Grays have the intention of returning with new allies, and time 
was short for humanity/the Earth Alliance to prepare advanced planetary defense 
technologies and a powerful space fleet to protect the rest of the solar system. 

… Elena’s update from Thor Han appeared to be very good news. The same 
group of Tall Gray leaders that had reached agreements with the Majestic 12 
Group were now in custody. I was intrigued by what their fate would be and 
asked Elena/Thor Han some questions about it. Here’s the relevant Q and A with 
Thor Han [TH]. 

Michael: There were 9 of them in capsules. Are they part of a governing Council 
of some kind or just one or two leaders and their minions? 

TH: “They are the equivalent of officers, part of a special high command. They 
were fleeing Dulce base and trying to escape by the Saturn portal, located near 
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their former Saturn base. They are not part of a council. We need to examine 
them first, and when we reach satisfaction, we will revive them and take them 
through the usual procedure. No negotiation. Nebu don’t negotiate, they kill the 
elements of the hive who have been “infected”, to use the term they employ.” 

Michael: Also, will there be negotiations for their release, a trial of some kind, or 
will they just be experimented on to crack the code, etc? 

TH: They have security brain shields we need to crack through. As long as they 
remain stunned, they can’t send a signal to the hive, which would result in their 
remote removal. 

Elena: Removal? 

TH: Their consciousness would be instantly removed from their body-envelops 
and merged back into the global consciousness of the hive, in Uru An Na. It’s the 
equivalent of killing them remotely, getting rid of them before they release more 
info. 

Thor Han’s response makes clear why the Orion Grays are a formidable force in 
space that operates much like the fictional Borg collective does when it comes to 
terminating the lives of its captured personnel. The reference to Dulce base is 
also significant since that is the same location identified by the whistleblower, Phil 
Schneider*, who described a 1979 firefight there that led to a significant number 
of US special forces being killed by the Tall Grays. 

… Somewhere around the middle of December, before Christmas, this should be 
over. In other words, the battle between the light and the dark, at that point it will 
just be cleaning up, rounding up, tribunals, things of that nature but the war itself 
would be over. Most of the regressives [Orion Grays and Draco Reptilians] that 
have been on the planet have been removed, and those who were still here 
hiding, they virtually have surrendered because they have no choice.  

The information from Alex’s Andromedan extraterrestrial contact, Mornay, directly 
supports the information that the Orion Grays are losing their temporal war with 
the Galactic Federation, Andromeda Council, and allied extraterrestrial groups. 
CLIP 

* Whistleblower Phil Schneider Found Dead After Revealing Alien Agenda 
(03/01/2021) 
https://anomalien.com/whistleblower-phil-schneider-found-dead-after-revealing-
alien-agenda/ 
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(…) Mr. Schneider worked extensively on building deep underground military 
bases, better known as “DUMBS”. He claims that the information about aliens is 
kept well hidden from the public and that the U.S. military has known about the 
presence of aliens for a period of time dating back to 1909. He also asserted that 
more than $500 billion dollars was being allocated every year to black projects 
dealing with alien matters. He further asserted that 28% of the US Gross National 
Product was being spent on building underground bases. This “black budget” as 
he referred to it sidesteps congress completely. There’s little doubt that these 
projects are still continuing on to this day. 

(…) The United States government signed an agreement in 1954* with 
extraterrestrials granting them permission to experiment on humans and cattle in 
exchange for technology. This agreement, known as the Grenada Treaty, is a 
well-documented event. 

* Did President Eisenhower Contact with Aliens? (04/15/2015) 
https://anomalien.com/did-president-eisenhower-contact-with-aliens/ 

Timothy Good, a previous consultant to Congress and the Pentagon, made a 
strong claim; he declared that President Dwight Eisenhower met with aliens back 
in 1954. In accordance to Good, Eisenhower and FBI officers met with 
extraterrestrials on three different events, and made initial contact with the space 
Eisenhower and the aliencreatures via “telepathic messages.” The two sides—
human and alien—reportedly met at the Holloman Air Force base in New Mexico, 
and there were “many witnesses.” CLIP 

China gives Dark Fleet Antarctica Bases to Earth Alliance to build Space 
Fleets (SEPTEMBER 27, 2021)  
https://exopolitics.org/china-gives-dark-fleet-antarctica-bases-to-earth-alliance-to-
build-space-fleets/ 

…VN: I am happy to report that with many successful missions that the bases in 
Antarctica are cleared and in control of the [Earth] Alliance. The Alliance has 
worked alongside members of the Federation to clear the Dark Fleet and its allies 
from its numerous bases. This is not new information but rather relevant to 
agreements made with China, what you have called the Artemis Accords. 

While China is not currently a party to the Artemis Accords, these are the 
foundation of the multinational alliance that has been created around the US as 
the hub. Both China and Russia at first opposed the Accords, but after their 
popularity led to the Galactic Federation choosing the US as the leader of the 14 
spacefaring nations and aerospace corporations present at the July Jupiter 
meetings, China had to consequently shift its position. This was necessary if 
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China was to receive any advanced aerospace technologies from the Federation, 
after the Draconian Empire (Ciakharr) and Orion Alliance (Tall Grays) had to 
leave our Solar System, developments which were covered in previous articles. 
… Val Nek described in an earlier update publicly released on September 8, that 
a number of planetary defense outposts were being built for global security and 
surveillance purposes. These defense outposts (large space stations) would use 
advanced cloaking technologies, and control an impenetrable shield preventing 
the Draconians and Orions from future infiltration using interdimensional portal 
technologies. 

The Federation was helping the Earth Alliance build the necessary defense 
technologies in Earth Orbit and on the Moon, to deal with a potential return of our 
former planetary overlords. If China was to benefit from the defense technologies 
being shared by the Federation, it was obliged to cooperate, especially when it 
came to the former Dark Fleet bases in Antarctica that had been used for 
nefarious purposes. 

… In an earlier article, I described some of the human rights abuses that were 
occurring at these Dark Fleet and Corporate run Antarctica bases. The scale of 
the human suffering that occurred was massive, but to date no one has been 
brought to justice for these crimes. Thankfully those victims that survived are 
being taken care of in Federation facilities. 

Galactic Federation is helping humanity build a Starfleet for Planetary 
Defense (SEPTEMBER 10, 2021) 
https://exopolitics.org/galactic-federation-is-helping-humanity-build-a-starfleet-for-
planetary-defense/ 

According to Val Nek, a High Commander with the Galactic Federation of Worlds, 
Earth is undergoing a major power shift with the exodus of the Dark Fleet and 
their Draco Reptilian and Orion allies from our solar system. In his latest 
communication, relayed through one of his contactees, Megan Rose, we learn 
more about the status of unfolding events on Earth and our solar system, 
especially concerning the construction of huge motherships in Earth orbit that will 
serve as international outposts, and the development of a Starfleet for planetary 
defense. CLIP 

Did US Space Command Leader just confirm Jupiter Agreements? 
(AUGUST 26, 2021) 
https://exopolitics.org/did-us-space-command-leader-just-confirm-jupiter-
agreements/  
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This week, US Space Command leader, General James Dickinson confirmed 
that over 100 agreements have been reached with different countries, agencies, 
and corporations for space related activities. Only a month earlier, General 
Dickinson allegedly attended a series of meetings above Jupiter where 
comprehensive agreements were reached between the Galactic Federation of 
Worlds and 14 spacefaring nations, including CEOs from major aerospace 
companies. 

The goals of the Jupiter Meetings/Agreements were to regulate space activities 
in our solar system and release advanced technologies to the civilian sector. The 
US was chosen as the lead nation for heading the Executive Committee of six 
nations that would be responsible for managing humanity’s expansion into the 
solar system. 

Update on Galactic Federation Intervention in our Solar System (AUGUST 6, 
2021)  
https://exopolitics.org/update-on-galactic-federation-intervention-in-our-solar-
system  

.. Elena discusses how regressive extraterrestrial alliances—the Draco Reptilians 
and Orion Alliance—have been forced to abandon many of their outposts in the 
solar system. This has not only impacted the German-led “Dark Fleet” but also 
the Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate (ICC), which used Antarctica and 
Mars as major bases of operations. Both the Dark Fleet and ICC have been 
forced to evacuate facilities on Earth, Moon, Mars, and elsewhere in the solar 
system according to Elena. On Mars, this has led to major bases being 
evacuated and the liberation of a captive slave work force.   

Elena’s startling information is corroborated by major developments in space as 
explained by Dr Michael Salla, who gives an account of how the Artemis Accords 
has led to major spacefaring nations quickly setting up space commands that aim 
to work alongside the US Space Command. Critically important is the eclipse of 
large aerospace companies such as Lockheed Martin, Northrup Grumann, 
Boeing, etc., that were affiliated with the ICC, and the rise of new aerospace 
companies such as Space X and Blue Origin which are being contracts by NASA 
to achieve important goals under the Artemis Accords.   

The truth that emerges is that the Galactic Federation is encouraging the Earth 
Alliance/Artemis Accords nations to work with new “progressive companies”, 
rather than those previously associated with the discredited ICC. CLIP 

Secret meetings near Jupiter decide the future of our Solar System? (JULY 
19, 2021) 
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https://exopolitics.org/secret-meetings-near-jupiter-decide-the-future-of-our-solar-
system/  

Three months before the collapse of Nazi Germany during World War II, the 
three great allied powers, the USA, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain, met at 
Yalta on the Crimean Peninsula to discuss the post-war order of Europe that 
would be based on the principle of national self-determination. According to a 
former professional archeologist and ‘contactee’, Elena Danaan, a similar set of 
meetings have just concluded near the planet Jupiter to discuss the new order in 
our solar system that will emerge with the impending military collapse of the Dark 
Fleet and its Draconian, Orion, Deep State, and corporate allies.  

… What corroborates Elena’s remarkable claims here are the recent signings of 
the Artemis Accords among countries with functioning space programs. These 
are bilateral accords negotiated between spacefaring nations and the United 
States that were first signed on October 13, 2020, between the US and seven 
nations: Australia, Canada, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, United Arab Emirates, and 
the United Kingdom. 

Since the launch of the Artemis Accords, Brazil, South Korea, New Zealand, and 
Ukraine have all subsequently signed the Accords. Another major spacefaring 
nation, India, is also considering joining the Artemis Accords.  It’s worth 
emphasizing that the Accords result from several years of negotiations between 
the US and other nations that began in earnest during the Trump administration 
and continue under the current Biden administration. 
What the Artemis Accords have created is the founding principles of a 
multinational space alliance that will be established under US leadership. The 
Accords make possible the pursuit of joint economic and scientific activities in 
space along with a multinational military alliance that will protect these activities 
through “safety zones,” as I have discussed previously. 

The recent signing and expansion of the Artemis Accords, after several years of 
negotiations, closely matches what Elena claims has just happened near Jupiter, 
where the Galactic Federation and other progressive space alliances such as the 
“Andromeda Council” have recently reached agreements. CLIP 

Remote Viewing the Galactic Federation of Worlds (JUNE 26, 2021)  
https://exopolitics.org/remote-viewing-the-galactic-federation-of-worlds/  

In December 2020, the father of Israel’s space program, Professor Haim Eshed, 
created an international media frenzy when he described President Donald 
Trump communicating with an alliance of extraterrestrial races called the Galactic 
Federation. Eshed said Trump wanted to disclose the truth about alien life, but 
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the Galactic Federation replied that humanity wasn’t yet ready. Eshed’s 
impeccable scientific credentials and intimate knowledge of classified space 
programs meant that his comments about a Galactic Federation monitoring 
human affairs had to be taken seriously and could not be easily dismissed. 

This raised a host of questions about whether such an extraterrestrial 
organization truly existed and was poised to openly intervene in human affairs, 
as Eshed claimed. Even more importantly, how did Eshed’s ‘Galactic Federation’ 
relate to previous claims by different researchers, insiders, contactees, etc., 
dating back several decades, concerning the activities of different interplanetary 
organizations intervening in human affairs or playing a role in the genetic 
engineering of humanity. 

In this two part series of articles, I plan to discuss five interplanetary 
organizations that have been described by different insiders and contactees that 
are relevant to any discussion of a Galactic Federation. Three of them can be 
easily confused as their membership, functions, and activities can overlap but 
nevertheless have significant differences. Two other interplanetary organizations 
are often cited as antagonists to the Galactic Federation and are therefore easier 
to identify.  

… The results of the remote viewing sessions yielded many valuable insights into 
the existence of a ‘Galactic Federation of Worlds’, and other questions raised by 
Dr. Brown. This was particularly the case with understanding the Federation’s 
command structure, its internal policy debates over the extent to which it should 
intervene in human affairs, how its intervention was part of a “temporal war” over 
the Earth’s future, and what private individuals can do to support the Federation’s 
efforts to assist our planet’s evolution in a positive direction. CLIP 

Is Mars in the midst of a Planetary Liberation War? (MAY 1, 2021)  
https://exopolitics.org/is-mars-in-the-midst-of-a-planetary-liberation-war/ 

On April 30, Elena Danaan, a former professional archeologist whose claims of 
contact with extraterrestrials from the Galactic Federation of Worlds have gained 
widespread attention, delivered a bombshell report about an ongoing series of 
military raids on Mars that aim to destroy the bases of a rival extraterrestrial 
alliance: the Draconian Empire and the Orion Collective. These extraterrestrial 
bases were created to suppress the indigenous Mars population; manage the 
operations of human colonists associated with a German breakaway group called 
the Dark Fleet (aka Nacht Waffen); and oversee major Earth corporations that 
have relocated to Mars. 

https://exopolitics.org/is-mars-in-the-midst-of-a-planetary-liberation-war/
https://youtu.be/E4liNicY50I


According to Elena, the Galactic Federation has begun helping liberate Mars 
from the influence of the Draconians and Orions by supporting indigenous 
Martians with supplies, weapons, and tactical information. The Federation has 
also been assisting a local resistance movement that exists in the human 
colonies that have been established on Mars. 

While providing logistical and tactical support to local resistance forces, the 
Galactic Federation has been using its advanced technologies to incapacitate 
Reptilian and Orion extraterrestrials, thereby enabling the Martian resistance to 
strike against their extraterrestrial overlords and human minions. 

In order to better understand Elena’s report, I thought it would be helpful to 
provide a brief background on Mars and its recent history in terms of covert 
human colonization and historic resistance by an indigenous Martian population. 

The colonization of Mars began in the 1950s when the Draconian and Orion 
Alliance helped the breakaway German colony that had established bases in 
Antarctica and the Moon establish the first German bases on Mars, using 
advanced Haunebu flying saucer craft that initially made up the Dark Fleet. 

As a result of agreements between the Eisenhower administration and the 
German Antarctica Colony (aka Fourth Reich), the Dark Fleet’s bases on Mars 
were significantly expanded. Most importantly, the US military provided the Dark 
Fleet with nuclear weapons that were used against the indigenous Martian 
population comprising local Reptilians, Insectoids, and other less evolved 
species that resisted the German colonial expansion and the Draconian and 
Orion incursions.   

With the famous brain drain of the 1960s and 1970s, launched under the cover of 
the US Apollo Program, the Dark Fleet presence on Mars grew substantially. 
Millions of people–many of whom were taken from Earth under false pretenses—
expanded the German colonies and created new ones in conjunction with major 
Earth corporations. 

These new corporate-run colonies have been called the Interplanetary Corporate 
Conglomerate and they are run by a ‘superboard’ comprising retired or serving 
CEOs from major corporations. The relocation program to Mars has apparently 
been greatly accelerated over the last few months as the Deep State is on the 
verge of a major collapse on Earth. This has led to a major exodus by 
compromised officials, as discussed in my previous article commenting on 
Elena’s information. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07B7C9WKJ?ref_=dbs_m_mng_rwt_calw_tkin_2&storeType=ebooks
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07B7C9WKJ?ref_=dbs_m_mng_rwt_calw_tkin_2&storeType=ebooks
https://exopolitics.org/alternative-3-global-consciousness-repost/
https://exopolitics.org/insider-reveals-ufo-ssp-disclosure-war/
https://exopolitics.org/update-on-galactic-federation-attacks-on-corporate-satellites-mars-exodus/


With the help of the Draconian and Orion Alliance, the Mars colonies became so 
technologically advanced that they eventually were trading with up to 900 
extraterrestrial civilizations.  

The Mars colonies were equipping mercenary forces recruited from all major 
countries on Earth to join the Dark Fleet for distinct periods of service. The 
infusion of personnel, equipment, and resources enabled the Dark Fleet to 
expand its operations significantly.   

Soon the Dark Fleet had powerful fleets of spacecraft with well-armed troops that 
could fight alongside, or on behalf of, Reptilian and Orion extraterrestrials in 
interstellar wars of conquest. This meant that the bulk of the Dark Fleet’s 
operational forces, at any one time, would be located outside of our solar system. 
This brief background provides the necessary context to better understand 
Elena’s stunning report.  

What follows is my transcript of her report which was delivered verbally and is 
available on YouTube. CLIP 

Artemis Accords are a first step to a Space NATO & future Star Fleet 
(OCTOBER 16, 2020)  
https://exopolitics.org/artemis-accords-are-a-first-step-to-a-space-nato-future-
star-fleet/  

————————— 

Even late night comedians jumped on this UFO bandwagon such as Steven 
Colbert in his February 15 show… 

Aliens Are Real (+ other topics)
https://youtu.be/geSDz5Z8l48

https://exopolitics.org/secret-mars-colonies-trade-with-up-to-900-extraterrestrial-civilizations/
https://exopolitics.org/secret-mars-colonies-trade-with-up-to-900-extraterrestrial-civilizations/
https://youtu.be/E4liNicY50I
https://exopolitics.org/artemis-accords-are-a-first-step-to-a-space-nato-future-star-fleet/
https://exopolitics.org/artemis-accords-are-a-first-step-to-a-space-nato-future-star-fleet/
https://youtu.be/geSDz5Z8l48

